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Abstract 
Golub et al. (Linear Algebra Appl. 88/89 (1987) 317-327) J.Demmel (SIAM J. 
Numer. Anal. 24 (1987) 199-206), generalized the Eckart-Young-Mirsky (EYM) theo- 
rem, which solves the problem of approximating a matrix by one of lower rank with 
only a specific rectangular subset of the matrix allowed to be changed. Based on their 
results, this paper presents perturbation analysis for the EYM theorem and the con- 
strained total least squares problem (CTLS). 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let 
Go =D, G, = (C,D), G2 = 
B 
D 1) , G3= 
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be the partitioned rectangular matrices. Eckart, Young and Mirsky (see the 
Ref. in [l]) solved the problem of finding the perturbation 6D of D with small- 
est Frobenius or two norm which reduces the rank of GO - 6D to a smaller 
number. Golub et al. [l] and Demmel [2] generalized the analysis to matrices 
Gt, G2 or G3, according to the orthogonal decompositions of GJ-. Demmel also 
obtained some elegant results of determining the range of rank of G3, and the 
condition under which one can obtain a smallest perturbation 6D of D which 
reduces the rank of G3 to a specific integer. 
In this paper we will restate Demmel’s result in [2] according to the subma- 
trices A, B, C and D in G3, and then derive a perturbation analysis for the small- 
est perturbation SD for Gj, j = 1,2,3 for general case in which the resulting 
matrices may be rank deficient. 
We will use the following notation. For any matrix R, we will denote by 
rank(R) the rank of R, R(R) the range of R, R” the conjugate transpose of 
R, R-” = (R”)-‘, Rt the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of R. 11 IIF denotes 
the Frobenius norm and 11 I/ = 11 II2 the 2-norm, II llu denotes any (normali- 
zed) unitarily invariant norm. 
The analysis heavily relies on the singular value decomposition (SVD)[3]. 
For any matrices D,, D’, E @“““, there exist unitary matrices Z, W, Z’, W’ 
and diagonal matrices 
T=diag(t,,...,t/), T’ = diag(t’,, . . ,ti), 
with 1 = min{m,n}, tl > ... 3 ti 2 0 and t’, 3 3 t{ 2 0 the singular values 
of D1, D;, respectively, such that 
D, =ZTW”, D’, = Z’T’W”, (1.1) 
and the difference tj - ti satisfies 
It, - t;.l < IID, - 0; 11, j = 1,. . . , 1, &(t, - $1’ < IID, - D’, II;. (1.2) 
j=l 
The perturbation bounds in Eq. (1.2) can be used to analyze the least squares 
(LS) and the total least squares (TLS) problems [3-81. 
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we give an alternative state- 
ment of the main result of Demmel([2] Theorem 3); in Section 3 we present the 
perturbation analysis for Gj related to the Eckart-Young-Mirsky (EYM) theo- 
rem; in Section 4 we derive the perturbation bounds for the constrained total 
least squares problem (CTLS); finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper with 
several remarks. We mention the following result for our further discussion. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that A, A’ E Fxn cvith rank(A) = rank(A’) = y. Then 
IIAA+ -A’A’+ll.6a(u)IIAA+(I -A’A’+)II, <a(u)ililA’-All,llA+ll, 
JJA+A - A’+A’II, <a(u)IIA+A(Z - A’+A’)(lU <~(u)llllA’ - A\iuIIA+ii, 
(1.3) 
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in which a(u) = 1 for the 2-norm, a(u) = x6 for the F-norm and a(u) = 2 for any 
other unitarily invariant norm. 
Proof. Let the unitary matrices U = (Ut , Uz), U’ = (U[, U;) E Cmxm be such 
that R(Ut) =R(A) and R(U,‘) =R(A’). Then like the proof of Theorem 2.6.2 
in [3]. 
=ll( 0 U"U' 12 -U"V )ll 0 u <a(u)llU~U~II. = 4~)II~~UIHU~U~“IL 2 I 
= a(u)IIAA+(Z - A’A’+)II, = a(u)ll(A+)H(A - A’)“(Z - A’A’+)IJ,, 
proving the first formula of Eq. (1.3). The second one can be obtained in a simi- 
lar manner. 0 
2. Restatement of Theorem 3 in [2] 
In this paper we intend to present a perturbation theory for the problems 
related to the EYM theory. For this purpose, in this section we will restate Theo- 
rem 3 of [2], according to the submatrices A, B, C and D in G3. 
Let 
A B ml 
( > G3 = C D rn2 (2.1) 
nl, n2 
and let PNcAI = Z - AA+ and &(A~1 = Z - A+A be the orthogonal projections on- 
to the orthogonal complements of the range of A and A”, respectively, and 
M = PN(A)& N = C&AH). (2.2) 
Now we restate Theorem 3 of [2]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G3 be defined in Eq. (2.1). Then rank(Gs) must satisfy 
rank(A) + rank(M) + rank(N) < rank(G3) 
= rank(A) + rank(M) + rank(N) + rank(Dr) (2.3) 
where A4 and N are defined in (2.2) and 
D, = (I- NN+)(D- CA+B)(Z-M+M). (2.4) 
Zf r satisfies rank(A) + rank(M) + rank(N) 6 r < rank(G3), then a smallest 
perturbation 6D of D which reduces the rank of 
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(“c D”,) 
to r is given as follows. Let p = r - rank(A) - rank(M) - rank(N) and let 
II1 = 2 diag(t,, . . . , tr) W” be the SVD of D1 where tl > . . 3 tl 2 0 with 
I = min{mz, n2). Then 6D = Z diag(O,. . . , 0, tp+l, . . . , tr) WH. This smallest 
perturbation has Frobenius norm 116D11F = Jxj_p+, t? and 2-norm 
II~DII = tp+l. If tp > $,+I, then 6D is unique. 
Proof. It can be shown ([2], Lemma 2) that there exist unitary matrices U,, ~2, 
6 and b, such that 
G3=(“c ;)=(; ;2) 
(2.5) 
where each of All, B~I and Cl2 is either square and nonsingular, or null. Let 
pl = rank(All), p2 = rank(B2,) and p3 = rank(C12). (2.6) 
Partition Uiii, r/; as follows for i = 1,2: 
U = (Gl, u12, G3), u2 = ((721, U22)> 
PI 7 n, ml -PI -p2 ~3, m2 -p3 
v, = (fil, 62,v13), v2 = (h, 621, 
PI, ~3, 4 -PI -p3 ~2, n2 -p2, 
then from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7), one can show that 
(2.7) 
A = U,,A,, V,:, P N(A) =I- U&, PN(k) =I- v,,v,y, 
A4 = PN(A)B = U12B21 v271 I-M+M=I- 6,&y = fi25;, (2.8) 
N = cpN(AH) = U21C12V2;r I-NN+=I-U2,U;=U22U;. 
So one carries out from Eqs. (2.5)-(2.8) that 
B(Z - M+M) = U,,B,2&;, B,2 = U;B(I - M+M)fi2, 
(I - NN+ )C = Uz2C2, v,‘:, Czl = U,“,(I - NN+)Ch,, 
(I - NN+)D(I - M+M) = U22D22 57, 
D22 = U;(Z - NN+)D(I - M+M) v,,. 
(2.9) 
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From Eqs. (2.5)-(2.9), 
D, = (I - NN+)(D - CAfB)(Z - M+M) = U&D22 - C2,A;;B12)&7, 
022 - C2,A$%2 = @DI V22. (2.10) 
Then it follows from Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10) that 
rank(A) = rank(All), rank(M) = rank(Bz,), 
rank(N) = rank(C12), rank(Dl) = rank(D** - C21A;/B,2). 
(2.11) 
So by applying Theorem 3 of [2] and the EYM theorem, one obtains the asser- 
tions of the theorem. 0 
3. Perturbation theory for the EYM theorem 
In this section we will present the perturbation theory for the EYM theorem. 
When considering the LS, the TLS and the equality constrained least squares 
(LSE) problems, one usually assumes that the coefficient matrices have full 
rank to simplify the discussion. However, in the practical computations of ex- 
tracting poles from some transient data using the LS, TLS and LSE techniques, 
the author found that the results for the rank deficient problems are always bet- 
ter than their full rank counterparts (see the numerical examples in [6,7,9]). 
Thus one needs to analyze the general cases, including both full rank and rank 
deficient cases, with a special care. 
We first consider the perturbation theory for G3. Then the perturbation 
bounds for G1 and G2 are just special cases of G3 with some submatrices set 
to be zero matrices. 
3.1. The perturbation theory for Gj 
In this subsection we will present a perturbation theory for Gj. We have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G3 be defined in Eq. (2.2) and GI, = G3 + AG3 its counterpart, 
withA’=A+AA,B’=B+AB,C’=C+AC,LY=D+AD.Let 
A4 = (I - AA+)B, M’ = (I - A’A’+)B’, 
N = C(Z - A+A), N’ = C’(Z - A’+A’), (3.1) 
and 
D, = (I - NN+)(D - CA+B)(Z - M+M), 
D’, = (I - N’N’+)(D’ - C’A’+B’)(Z - M’+M’). (3.2) 
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rank(d) = rank@‘), rank(M) = rank(M), 
rank(N) = rank(N’), (3.3) 
then 
IlDl - D’l IIU 6 11~~11, + Il~w~+w - MfWI 
+ llABjl,ll(Z - N’N’+)C’A’+II 
+ IIAA~l,ll(I - N’N’+)C’A’+~~~IA+B(I - M+M)ll 
+4~)II~+IIwllu + ~~~~ll~~II,II~IIIl~+ll~ll~~ - N’N’+w’ - C’A’+m 
+4~w+IIwCllu +~~~~Il~~II,II~IIlI~+II~II~~ - C~+w-M+wII, 
(3.4) 
where a(u) is defined in Lemma 1.1. Zf ljAAllu <t, IlABll, < 5 and IIACll, < 5, 
then to the first order, 
IlDl - D’lll, 6 S(l + p+B(Z - MfM)lI)(l + ll(Z - NN+)CA+II) 
+ b(u)(l + 4wIIII~+II)II~+llll(~ -NN+P - CA+B)ll 
+b(u)(l +4~)llCIIII-aII~+IIII(~- CA+4PM+wII +W2). 
(3.5) 
Remarks 3.1. (1) We enforce the conditions in Eq. (3.3) in order to make A’+, 
M’+ and N’+ change continuously with respect to the small perturbations in G3. 
In the case that some of A, A4 and N are not of full ranks, the conditions in 
Eq. (3.3) are too restrictive. But if one has known the ranks of A, A4 and N, 
then one can use efficient algorithms such as column pivoting QR factorization 
(CPQR) [3], rank revealing QR factorization (RRQR) [lo] or SVD [3], to keep 
the computed A’, M’ and N’ (which we also denote, resp., by A’, M’ and N’) 
having the same ranks as their original counterparts. 
(2) The first four terms of the right-hand side in Eq. (3.4) are due to the per- 
turbations AD, A C, A B and M, respectively, while the fifth and sixth terms 
are due to the perturbations in the orthogonal projections Z - M+M and 
Z - NNf with M = (I - AA+)B and N = C(Z - A+A), respectively, as can be 
shown in Eq. (3.6). 
Proof. From Eq. (3.2) 
IID, - D’J, < Il(Z - N’N’+)[D’ -D - C’A’+(B’ -B) - ,‘(/I’+ - A+)B 
- (C’ - C)A+B](Z - M+M)II, 
+ Il(Z - N’N’+)(D’ - C’A’+B’)[(Z - M’+M’) - (I - M+M)] IIU 
+ Ii[(Z - N’N’+) - (I - NN+)](D - CA+B)(Z - M+M)II,. 
(3.6) 
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Notice that ([l 11, Theorem 4.1) 
A’+ - A+ = -A’+AAA+ + A’+(Z -AA+) - (I - A’+A’)A+, 
213 
so 
(I - N’N’+)c’(A’+ - A+)B(z - M+M) 
= (I - N’N’+)C’[-A’+AAA+ + A’+(Z -AA+) 
- (I - A’+A’)A+]B(Z - M+M) 
= -(I - N’N’+)C’A’+AAA+B(Z - M+M), (3.7) 
because (I - AA+)B = M and C’(Z - A’+,‘) = N’. On the other hand, one has 
from Eq. (3.1) and Lemma 1 .l that 
]jM - M’II, = ll(Z - AA+)B - (I - A’A’+)B’ll, 
< li(Z - A’A’+)ALII, + IIAA’ - A’A’+IIJBII 
G IWII, + 4u)ll4 lIWIlA+II. 
Also one obtains from Lemma 1.1 that 
llM’+M’ - M+Mll, 6 4II~+lIII~ - M’II, 
G 4~w+ll(ll~ll, +4~w4UIl~IIIIA+II)~ 
Similarly, one has 
(3.8a) 
IIN’N’+ -~~+Il,6~~~~ll~+ll~ll~~ll,+~~~~ll~il,ll~llll~+ll~~ (3.8b) 
By substituting Eqs. (3.7), (3.8a) and (3.8b) into Eq. (3.6) we obtain the desired 
estimates in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). 0 
Before making remarks on Theorem 3.1, we first provide an example. 
Example 3.1. Let 0 < 5 < u2 < a < 1 and 
Then 
A’ = (a - i”)-‘(u - 5, -0 
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so 
(-((a + 1 - &a - S), 
1 
N’=Ca_.I)2+i:2 &a-~)=@@)“, 
I _ N/N’+ = I - M’+M’. 
Notice that all rank conditions in Eq. (3.3) hold. After some calculation we 
obtain 
o,, = (a - r)2(d - 0 - (a - ir) 
((a - 0’ + <‘(a + 1 - 0’)’ 
<‘(a + 1 - t) - <(a - t)(a + 1 - 5) x 
-<(a - ir)(a + 1 - <)(a - O2 i 
0 
=DI + 
-{(l + a-‘)(d - a-‘) 
-t(l + a-‘)(d - a-‘) -ir( 1 + a-‘) 
+ 
Remarks 3.2. (1) The perturbation bound drawn in Eq. (3.5) is a generalization 
of (*) in p. 206 of [2] where Demmel just considered the simplest case that both 
Gs and GI, can be transformed into the standard forms as in Eq. (2.5) by the 
same pairs of unitary matrices 
(u’ u2) and (” 6). 
In this case M+M = M’+M’ and NN’ = N’N’+, see Eq. (2.8), and the estimate 
in Eq. (3.5) reduces to that obtained in p. 206 of [2]. In general case, the in- 
equality (*) of p. 206 in [2] is not true. For example, if in Example 3.1 we take 
d = --a, then ]IGjII = 4m and 
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= <( 1 + u-2) 
1 + V4(1 +a)* + 1 
2 ’ 
while the upper bound in (*) of p. 206 in [2] is 
IID, -D;II <4(1 + llGs]]~-‘)~ = 5(1 + d=)2, 
which is not true in Example 3.1 for 0 < 5 < a* < 1. 
(2) In [12], Zha proposed the following problem: Given matrices G E Cm”“, 
W, E Cmxq and W2 E C”““, and an integer r < rank(G), find a matrix _!? E Cqxs, 
such that 
rank(G - Wi,!%5) = r, (3.9) 
he then obtained the restricted singular value decomposition (RSVD). In [13], 
Van Huffel and Zha then proposed the restricted total least squares problem 
(RTLS). The problem proposed by Demmel [2] is a special case of the RSVD 
problem with 
G=G3, w,= (“-I I.I); w,= (“” lnl). 
For general matrices Wi and W2, the RSVD problem is more complicated. 
3.2. The perturbation theory for GI and G2 
We now consider the perturbation theory for G2 = (B”, D”)” and 
G; = (B’H,D’H)H, where B, B’=B+ABEC”~~“~ and D, D’=Di-ADE 
@m2xn2, with rank(B) = rank(B’) = s. Define 
D, = D(I - B+B) and D’, = D’(Z - B’+B’). (3.10) 
Let the SVD for D1 and D’, be 
D, = .ZTWH and 0; = Z'T' WI", (3.11) 
where Z, Z’, W, W’ are unitary matrices, T and T’ are diagonal matrices with 
the diagonal elements the singular values tj and $ of D1 , D;, respectively, for 
j= l,..., I= min(m2, Q}, and both tj and 5 are arranged in decreasing orders. 
Golub et al. [l] found that for any positive mteger p with 0 <p < rank(D,) and 
0 <p < rank(D;), the matrices 
6D = Z2T2 W,“, 6D’ = Z; T; W;” (3.12) 
satisfy 
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(3.13) 
where Z,, Zi are, respectively, the last m2 - p columns of Z and Z’, WZ; Wi are, 
respectively, the last 122 - p columns of W and W’, T2 = diag(t,+l: . , tl) and 
Ti = diag($+, , . . . , ti). We have 
Corollary 3.1. Suppose that B, B’ = B + AB E C”’ xnz, D, D’ = D + AD E (2”” ‘Q 
and rank(B) = rank(B’) = s. Let D1 and 0; be deJined in (3.10) and the SVD of 
them be in (3.11). Then 
Ilr, - Tz’ll, 6 IID1 - D’, llu G 11~11, + ~(~)llWIlB+IIllDll~ (3.14) 
Proof. In the matrices G3 and G[, considered in Theorem 3.1, set A = A’ = 
0 m,xn,, C = C’ = O,zxn,. Then 
A+ = A’+ = O,,,,,, , AA = O,,,,,, AC = O,,,zX,,,  M = B; 
M’ = B’, N = N’ = O,,,,,. 
Then the estimates in Eq. (3.14) are direct consequences of Eqs. (3.4) and 
(1.2). cl 
Notice that if rank(D1) = p, then from Corollary 3.1, for j 3 p + 1, 
t; G II~D’II 6 IWll + lI~BllIIB+IIIIDII~ 
One can also derive the perturbation bound for ti. according to the modified CS 
decomposition [14]. Let rank(G2) = k and the SVD for G? be 
G2 = YFPn, (3.15) 
with F = diag(F,, 0), FI = diag(f,, . . . ,fk), fi 2fi 3 ... >fk > 0 and Y, P 
unitary matrices. Partition Y as 
(3.16) 
Then rank(Yil) = rank(B) = s with d, =...=d,= 1 >dq+, 3 ... ad,>0 
the nonzero singular values of Yli. Let C1 = diag(d,+, , . , d,) and Si = 
diag (,,/q, . . . ) Jq). Then it is well known [14] that there exist uni- 
tary matrices Ui, U2, 6 and I5 with appropriate sizes, such that Y has a mod- 
ified CS decomposition 
Y=(;: ;;)=(“’ u2)(;;: ;;;)(“” &“). (3.17) 
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where 
DII = diag(& CI, O(m,-.++s)), 
012 = diag(04x(,z+q-k)rS~,~m,-s), 
D21 = diag(B( m2+q-!4xq,~1,L.~)> 
022 = diag(L2+qpk, -Cl, O+s)x(m,-s)). 
Now we have the following theorem. 
(3.18) 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that rank(B) = rank(B’) = S, llG* - GiIIIIB+ll < i and 
llG2 - G~llllG:II < d,/2&!. Then rank(Gi,) = ki > rank(G2) = k. Let D1 undD’, 
he defined in Eq. (3.10) and suppose that rank(Di) = p = k - s. Let 6D, 6D’ he 
de$ned in Eq. (3.12), then 6D = 0, and 
II6D’II 6 f 116’2 - Gzll(l + t)y 
with t = O(llGz’- Gkll[,G:ll). 
(3.19) 
Proof. In Lemma 3.2 of [9], set L = B, K = D, n = n2. 0 
For Gl = (C,D), noting that Gy = (C,D)“, one can apply the results in 
Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 to derive the perturbation bounds. We omit 
the detail. 
Remarks 3.3. The upper bounds derived in Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are 
realistic in the sense that one can find an example such that the true error in 
Itj - t:I is close to the bound in Eq. (3.14) or Eq. (3.19). 
Example 3.2. Let 
B = (a,O). B’ = (a(1 +e),ae), D = 
D’ = 
a(1 +e) ae 
-a(1 + e) > ’ ae 
in which a > 0 and 0 < e << 1. Then ml = 1, rn2 = 2, rank(B) = rank(B’) = 1. 
Further more, one can easily derive that 
I-B+B= 
I - BltB’ = 1 
ez -e(l +e) 
(1+e)2+e2 -e(l+e) (1 +e)2 ’ 
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0 0 
D, =D(Z-BfB)= o o )  ( > 
D’l = D’(z - B’+B’) = 
2e( 1 + e)a 
(” “>. (1 +e)2+e2 -e 1 +e 
Then one has rank(D1) = 0, 
((1 + e)’ + e2)1’2 
rank(D’,) = 1, tl = t:! = O,( = 2e( 1 + e)a/ 
and t; = 0. That is, 
2e(l + e)a 
It1 - ’ = = ((1 +e)2+e2)1/2 4 4 
z 2ea, It2 - tg = 0. (3.20) 
On the other hand, it turns out that 
11~11 = ii( _“le 1:) 11 = JZae, IWII = ll(ae,ae)ll = JZw 
‘ID” = ha, “B+” = u-l, 
IlA4I + lI~~llII~+IIllDll = (2 + JZh. 
Also note that 
(3.21) 
llG2 - G;ll = 
the SVD for G2 is G2 = YFF”, where 
Y= 
Notice that k = ml = 1, m2 = 2 and 
Eq. (3.16), 
ml + m2 - k = 2. So according to 
y22 = 
-l/v5 l/v% 
0 ) 2/v% ’ 
Ol(y22) = 1, fl2(y22) = 5. 
Then 
IlY~1111G2 - Gkll = 2xhae. (3.22) 
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Comparing Eqs. (3.20)+3.22), one observes that the perturbation bounds in 
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.19) are realistic. 
(2) The perturbation bounds obtained in Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 can 
be used to analyze the generalized TLS (GTLS or LS-TLS) problems 
[5,15,16,19] and the (LSE) problems [17,9]. 
3.3. Perturbation boundfor 1160 - 6D’ll,, 
In this subsection we will provide a bound for 1160 - 6D’l(,. Let ‘1 = llDl - 
q II? YF = IlDl - D’l IIF and vu = IlDl - D’,II,. It has been observed that when 
Y cv tp - $+I, then 1/6D - 6D’Il, could be large even when r~ is small. For exam- 
ple, 2 if DI = diag(1, 1 - E), D’, = diag(1 - E, 1) with 0 < E K 1, then IID, - 
D’,II,, = a(u)e. However, for p = 1, 6D = diag(O, 1 - E) and 6D’ = 
diag (1 - E, 0). Therefore, 
1160 - 6D’(l, = a(u)(l - E). 
In the following theorem we will show that if q < (t, - $+1)/Z, then the quan- 
tity IlfiD - 6D’II,, should be of order O(~I,). 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that D1, D\ E Cmxn, and the SVD for DI and D’, be given 
in (1.1). For some integerp with O<p < 1 = min{m,n}, let 
Z= (Z,,Z*). z’= (z;,z;), W= (R,fi), 
P m-p P m-p P “-P 
W’ = (w;, w;,, (3.23) 
P “-P 
T, = diag(t,, . , t,), T, = diag(t,+r,. . . , tr), 
diag ($+, , . . . 
T( = diag(<, . . , t;) and Ti = 
, 4). rf SD = Z,T, WY, 6D’ = ZiTi WiH, then 
IW - Wu G YI, + 44 m=W2lL Ilr,‘ll,h (3.24) 
Furthermore, if tp > t,+l and yl < (t, - t,+1)/2, then 
~~6D--6D'II,~v, 1 +a(ult “‘L+T” 
P -9 
), (3.25) 
in which we de$ne tp = 00 for p = 0. 
Proof. If p = 0, then 6D = D1 and 6D’ = D’i so Eq. (3.25) holds. For p > 0, 
Notice that 
* This example was provided by one referee. 
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r?, = IPI -D’lII, = IIZHP, -D;P’ll, 
= 
IK 
T, W,’ 4’ - Z,“Z; T,’ T, qn W; - Zg Z; T2’ 
T2WzHW;-Z;Z;T,’ T2WIHW2/-ZFZ;T; )ll u 
and 
1160 - 6D’II, = (IZ”(GD - SD’) W’II, 
0 -Z"Z' T’ 122 
T2W2H15’ T2W2HW; -Z,“Z;T; )Il U’ 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
It is obvious that, 
VU = mnx;x{lIZ~H~.’ - z,pz;s’IIU, ll~.‘~‘H~ - Z;HZjI;II,} < VU. (3.28) 
One then has from Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28), 
ll~~-~~‘ll,~Ilr,w,“w,l-~~~~rill,+ T2;Hw, IK 
-Z”Z’ T’ 122 
I 
o )I; 
u 
< vu + 44 m~xW%H~‘ll’l(,~ ll-?-%UJ 
G vu + 44 m~x~llfill,7 llT2’11,>. 
This is the inequality in Eq. (3.24). 
Furthermore, if y < (t, - tp+l)/2, then from Eq. (1.2), tk - ti+l 2 tp - $,+I- 
2Y > 0, t’, - $+I 1 p > t - tpil - q > 0, and from Eq. (3.28), 
IIT2&H~‘T;p’ -Z,“Z;I/,< IIT2~H~‘-ZzHZiT~IJuIIT~-111 O&,/t;, 
and so 
llZ,“Z; IIU G r& + II&II II ~H~‘ll,llT~-’ II = (ii, + tp+l IIW,“Y’ll,)/t~~ (3.29a) 
Similarly, one can derive 
II 4Hw,lll, G (Y, + b+l II-z% ll,,l$ 
Substituting Eq. (3.29a) into Eq. (3.29b) one obtains 
(3.29b) 
Il~Hw;ll.s*< t _:’ 
P P+l P p+l --‘I 
6 t y” 
P p+l - ul 
(3.30a) 
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Similarly, one has 
Il-wsIIu 6 t _ y” 6 t _ y” . 
P p+l -v P pi1 -9 
(3.30b) 
Then from (3.27)-(3.30), one obtains 
1160 - 6D’II, < IITz&“i$ - Z,HZ;T;II, + 
0 
T2 Wz” W,l 
G ri, + ~(~)max{/lTZW~@‘i’II,, IlZ~Z~T~ll,~ 
G Y, + 4u) t _ tvu max{llfill, Ilr,‘ll> 
P p+l - v 
<Gj, 
( 
l.+a(u) lp+l + r 
tp-tp+1 -r > 
<r/, 1 +a(u)t ‘“+; +r? 
( 1 
. 
P p+l -rl 
One then obtains the desired estimate in Eq. (3.25). 0 
Remark. From the discussion of this section, we see that when lIDi - D{ IIu = v,~ 
is small, then the quantity ]tj - til< q for j = 1, . . . 1 I, that is, the perturbations 
of the singular values of D1 are also small. Notice that the quantity 
lj6D - 6D’II, could be large. However, if tp - $,+I, the gap between the singular 
values, is large enough such that q < (t, - t,+i)/2, then 1160 - 6D’ll, is also 
small. The above observations can be used to study perturbation analysis of the 
TLS, LSE and GTLS problems. 
Wedin [18] first obtained the estimates (3.30a) and (3.30b). Derivation in this 
paper is simpler. 
4. Perturbation analysis for the CTLS problem 
In this section we will derive perturbation analysis for the constrained TLS 
problem (CTLS). For given matrices 
(4.1) 
n1 n2 d 
with m = ml + rn2 and n = nl + n2, consider a system of linear equations 
LX x F, (4.2) 
in which L and F are approximations of the unobservable data matrices LO and 
Fo, respectively, which satisfy the exact relation 
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-&I&I = 6, (4.3) 
with 
(4.4) 
nl n2 d 
that is, all errors in L and F are contained in Do, and Doz. Denote B = (Bol, Bo2) 
D = (DOI, DOZ) and 
Gi = 
Then the CTLS problem is: Find integer Y which satisfies 
u = rank(A) + rank(M) + rank(N) < Y < rank(G3), 
and an estimate b = (&I ~ bo2) = D - 6D, such that 
]16D]jF = min ilEIIF: E E fPx(“z+d), rank( “c D:E) 
s.t. P E R(i): 
where M and N are defined in Eq. (3.1), and 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Here we would like to point out that the CTLS problem defined in this way is 
always solvable for r = u. In fact, because Eq. (4.3) is exact, Bo2 = (A, Bo,) 
(A, Bol)+Bo2 and so 
rank(M) = rank(PN(,dJB) = rank(P,(AJBOl). 
Notice that for r = u, rank(&) = U. Then from Theorem 3 of [2] and Theorem 
2.1, 
u = rank(A) + rank(PVcAiBol) + rank(N) < rank 
((“c 2:)) 
= rank(i) < rank(&) = U, 
so for r = u, 
ix=@ (4.7) 
is consistent, and according to Theorem 2.1, 6D satisfies the first constraint of 
Eq. (4.6). 
In general a given problem will have solutions with different r. The solution 
with the maximum such r will often be the most useful, but not always, as this 
may for example have unacceptably large &Y/l, and a solution corresponding to 
a smaller r may be physically more meaningful. 
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Now we turn to study the perturbation theory of the CTLS problem. 
When formulating the CTLS problem, one assumes that the matrices A! B 
and C are known exactly, and so therefore are their structures and ranks. 
We are then interested in how perturbation in D affects the solutions. In the 
practical computations, because of finite precision computation, even using a 
numerically stable algorithm in the computation will produce computed errors 
corresponding to slightly different initial data [3]. Notice that in general this ef- 
fective error in the initial matrices due to round off is much smaller than the 
error caused by uncertainty in the data. To simplify the analysis, we therefore 
make the following assumptions, which allow any perturbations in D, but only 
relatively small perturbations in A, B and C. When considering the perturbed 
CTLS problem, we suppose that our perturbed data A’ = A + AA, B’ = B+ 
AB, C’ = C + AC and D’ = D + AD satisfy 
IlUll 6 ERIE, 11~11 < a12~, IlACll < ~215 IPII < ~2, (4.8) 
and 
rank(A’) = rank(A), rank(M) = rank(M), 
rank(N’) = rank(N), rank(A’, Bb,) = rank(A’, B’), (4.9) 
where M, M’, N, N’ are defined in Eq. (3.1), a;j are constants depending on 
the dimensions and the submatrices of G3, E is the machine precision unit 
and ~2 can be large. Then the perturbed CTLS problem is: Find an integer r 
with 
u = rank(A’) + rank(M) + rank(N’) <Y < rank(G[,), 
and an estimate & = (&,ab2) = D - 60, such that 
(4.5’) 
116D’II, = min IIE\IF: E E @m2X(n2+d), rank(z .TEj =Y}. 
s.t. p’ E R(i’), 
where (4.6’) 
If for an Y, Eq. (4.6’) is solvable, then a CTLS solution X is a solution of the 
consistent system 
i’X = p’. 
We now have the following theorem. 
(4.7’) 
Theorem 4.1. Let the matrices L, F be given in Eq. (4.1) and L’, F’ be their 
perturbed versions, respectively, and perturbations satisfy Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9). 
Let D1 and 0, be defined in Eq. (3.2) and the SVD of them be as in Eq. (1.1). Let 
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EL = IIL - L’Il, EG = IIG, - G;ll, q = IlD, - 0; I(, 
und 
‘IT = 62 + E(C/2, IIA+B(I - M+M) /I + cl,* II (I - N’N’+)C’A’+ 11) 
+ tcqlll(z - N’N’-)C’A’+/I~IA+B(z - M+M)II 
+ #q(w + xllllBl~I~A+II)II(z - N’N’+)(D’ - C’A’+B’)II 
+#w~21 +~,lllCl/Il~-ll)ll(~- CA+B)(I-M+M)If. (4.10) 
If for some integer r satisfying u < Y 6 rank(G3) and for p = r - u, 
a,(L) > tr+l + 6~ + vr and tp > tp+l -t 3,. (4.11) 
byhere o,.(L) is the rth largest singular value of L, then for this r both the original 
and the perturbed CTLS problems are solvable. Furthermore, in this case, for the 
original and the perturbed minimum F-norm (and so 2-norm) CTLS solutions 
XCTLS and &TLS we have the following estimates: 
(1) When r=n, then 
(2) When r<n, then 
c(;+lj 1+* ( > 
2 
IlxcTLs - X&LsIlu 6 
o,(L) - t/I+1 - EL - YI 
(IIXCTLsII: + b(u)) 
in tvhich b(u) = d.for the F-norm and b(u) = 1 ,for the 2-norm. Furthermore, when 
r < n, for any solution X of the original CTLS problem, there exists a solution X’ 
of the perturbed CTLS problem, such that 
(4.14) 
and vice versa. 
Proof. First we have from Eqs. (3.4) and (4.10) that q 6 qr. we then obtain 
from 
G3 = G3 - d3 = G; - 
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and Eq. (1.2) that 
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a,(i) > o&) - 1/601l = o,(L) - t,+1 > 0 (4.15a) 
and 
o,(i’) 3 a,@‘) - ([JD’/I 3 o,(L) - EL - tp+l - yI > 0. (4.15b) 
So r 3 rank(&) >, rank(i) 3 r and Eq. (4.7) is consistent. With the same ar- 
gument Eq. (4.7’) is also consistent. We now have 
&,,s - X&s = i-f - i”? = i” (k - p’) 
+ (il+(il - i)i’ + (I - il+i’)i+)P 
= ?‘(i;13 - i;,) 
JGTLS 
( 1 
_I + (I - i’+il)i+iXCTLS 
and so 
II&T,, - &TLS 112 < (Ili”llll~ - m’(II&7LSII~ + Wu)) 
+ (IIU -~‘+~‘)Illl~+IlIl~ - ~‘lI/l&TLS11$ (4.16) 
Also we have 
by applying Theorem 3.3. 
1. When r = IZ, I - i”i’ = 0. By substituting Eqs. (4.15a) and (4.17) into 
Eq. (4.16) we obtain the desired estimate in Eq. (4.12). 
2. When r < n, we also have 
Jli-i’II~IIL-L’II+ll60-6D’II~EL+~ l+t ‘“+;+” ). (4.18) 
P p+l -V 
By substituting Eqs. (4.15a), (4.17) and (4.18) into Eq. (4.16) we obtain the de- 
sired estimate in Eq. (4.13). 
Furthermore, for Y < n, any CTLS solution X of Eq. (4.7) is of the form 
X = i+P + (I - i’i)Z, (4.19) 
where 2 is an arbitrary n x d matrix. Define X’ as 
X’ = i’+p’ + (I - i’+c)(i+fl+ (I - iii)Z), (4.20) 
then X’ is a CTLS solution of Eq. (4.7’), and we have 
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Then by applying (4.15))(4.18) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we obtain 
the estimate in Eq. (4.14). 0 
Remark 4.1. (1) We use the conditions in Eq. (4.11) with the following 
consideration. Suppose that Eq. (4.3) is consistent and rank(&) = rank&, 
Fe) = Y, and that Eq. (4.2) is slightly inconsistent, then we can expect tp > 0 
and tp+l M 0 and o,(L) - $,+I > 0. Furthermore, if 116; - Gs]] is very small such 
that conditions in Eq. (4.11) hold, then both the original and the perturbed 
CTLS problems are solvable for this number r, as shown in Eqs. (4.15a) and 
(4.15b). 
(2) If E < e2, we can assume that 
Ed M e2,eL z t2 and rl< qr z t2, 
and we can further simplify the estimates in Eqs. (4.12)-(4.14). 
5. Concluding remarks 
Golub et al. [l], Demmel [2] generalized the EYM theorem, which solves the 
problem of approximating a matrix by one of lower rank with only a specific 
rectangular subset of the matrix allowed to be changed. Based on an alternative 
statement of a main result of Demmel ([2], Theorem 3) in this paper the per- 
turbation bounds for the EYM theorem for Gj, j = 1,2,3 and 1160 - Still, 
have been deduced which generalizes the result of Demmel in [2]. Based on 
these perturbation bounds a perturbation analysis for the CTLS problem has 
also been presented. 
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